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PRESENT POWER HOUSE
AND EQUIPMENT.

The present power house and heating plant is

situated about one-hundred yards north of the Administra-

tion Building. The building is of brick and is divided

into:a boiler room,an engine room,and a tool room.

The boiler room contains three return tubular

boilers, two of seventy-five horse power each and one

of fifty horse power. The feed water pumps and heaters

are located in sump hole behind the boilers. Each

unit is provided with an injector and other equipment

so that two of the three boilers may be shut down for

repairs without imparing the service. The draft is

provided for by a brick chimney sixty-five feet high

and three feet in diameter. It is lined with fire brick

to the height of fourty .feet.

In the engine room there is to be found a fourty

hourse power Ideal engine. The prime mover is connected

to the dynamos by means of lether belts, one belt being

run on each of the two fly wheels.

Two direct-current generators are keyed to the

same shaft and are run in parallel. They generate

current at a voltage of 110 volts.



Alternating current is generated by means of a

three-phase,1100 volt,General Electric Company,alternator.

This machine is excited by means of a separate winding

on the same shaft with the revolving field.

The switchboarb consists of five panels. Two of

these panels control the direct current, the third panel

is the generator panel for the alternating current.

The outgoing circuits are controlled by single pole

plug switches mounted on two panels. Each circuit is

protected by link fuses.

From this plant all the buildings on the grounds

are heated and lighted with the exception of the two

dormitories. The steam heat is carted in conduits placed

in brick tunels.

The entire power house and equipment are valued

at thirty -three thousand dollars.



0.A.C. CAMPUS LIGHTING DESIG N.

Since the present power and heating plant was ills

stalled the number of buildings has increased so rapidly

that the present equipent is unable to supply the neces-

3ary power for the proposed electrical and mechanical

laboratories.

In this design it is assumed that Waldo and

Cauthorn halls are to be heated and lighted from the

central plant. With these additions the power to be

supplied will be approximately as follows:

Motors 100 H.P.

Incandescent Lamps . 25 H.P.

Arc Lamps 6 H.P.

Steam Heat . . . .185 H.P.

Total . . 316 H.P.

Owing to the increase in the price of wood and

also to the inconvenience and cost of its handling, oil

fuel has been adopted in this desin. The cost of wood

delivered to the boilers at present is approximately

five dollars and besides this it is always necessary to

fill a large part of the campus and near-by streets

with cord-wood. With the new power house situated

near the railroad it will be possible to deliver fuel at

any time and in quantities that can be easily stored.

The cost of oil delivered at the tanks will be



about ;ft.50 per barrel and allowing two barrels of oil

per cord of there will be a saving of nearly 35% in

the cost of fuel,alone. As the cost of wood increases

the per cent of saving will be larger.

L 0 C A T I 0 N.

In choosing a location for the power house several

things had to be considered; it must be near the railroad,

it must be as near the center of distribution as possible

in order that the losses will be small,it must be on low

ground so that the condensed steam will drain back.

Considering these things it has been found 'that the best

location is on that part of the campus now used as an

athletic field. The building is placed so that the

engine room faces to the north. It is 450 feet south of

the east side of the armory. This location leaves

ample room for the proposed armory and drill grounds.

In designing this plant to meet the conditions

under which a plant of this kind must operate,we have

allowed room enough to increase the present capacity

one-half,and by adding a storage battery the capacity can

again be increased twenty-five per cent.

B U I L D I N G.

The building is to be of reinforced concrete with

a tin roof. The dimensions are;sixty-five feet long,

thirty-five feet wide,and the distance from the floor

to the roof truss is eighteen feet. A fire froof



concrete wall separates the engine room from the boiler

room. A sump hole is located under the northwest corner

of the boiler room and contains the feed water pumps and

heaters. It also serves as an entrance to the main tunnel.

The floor of the power house is of concrete mixed

in the ratio of 1 to 7. Over this is placed a smooth

coat consisting of one part sand and one part cement.

The boiler room contains two one-hundred-seventy-

five horse power boilers; each equiped with oil burners,

heaters,pumps,injectors,etc.

The engine room contains the generating units and

and switchboard, together with the necessary instruments.

In this room is also placed the constant potential

transformer to supply the constant current transformer

fo7c series arc lighting.

B OILER S.

Sterling boilers are used on account of their

high efficiency and small floor space compared with the

other types on the market.

The Sterling boiler sonsists of three upper om

steam drums, each connected by a number of tubes to a

lower or mud drum. Shorter tubes connect the steam spaces

of allthe upper drums, and also water spaces in front of

the middle drums. The boiler is supported on a structural

steel framework,around which is built a brick setting

whose only office is to provide furnace space,and serve



as a housing to confine the heat. The entire front is

of metal. These parts, together with the usual valves

and fittings,constitute the completed boiler.

BOILER WATER.

Tater for the boilers is to be taken from the

city mains and pumped direct into the boilers without

passing through heaters. A chemical analysis of the

water shows that there is not enough impurities in the

amount used to in any way decrease the efficiency of

the boilers. All of the impurities are vegitable matter

and will be deposited in the mud drum; The condensed

steam is to be drained back and used for boiler water.

Ry doing this a great many of the heat units are

utalized that would otherwise be wasted. It is

estimated that a saving of twenty percent will be

realized by method.

FUEL.

The fuel to be used in this plant will be delivered

to the tanks from tank cars run over a spur to be built

by the Southern Pacific Company. The storage tank is

large enough to hold three car loads at one time so

that there is little .a.nger of a shortage cf fuel. Orders

sent in one day are usually filled by the second day.

OIL BURNERS.

The function of the burner is to pulverize or atomize

the oil to a condition approaching as far as possible

of gas, thus permitting the oil to be burned like



a gas flame. All burners may be divided into two classes;

Spray burners, in which the spray is made by a jet of

steam or compressed air and,Vapor burners, in which the

oil is converted into vapor and then passed into the

furnace. Spray burners are generally used because of

their simplicity.

Staples and Pfeiffer of SanPrancisco,manufacture

the tyre of burner to be used in this plant. It is a

spray burner, the oil being forced out by a jet of steam.

Each boiler is provided with two burners, each of which

is capable of furnishing the amount of heat for the

entire boiler.

Oil is supplied to the burners at a pressure of

thirty pounds; It is pumped direct from the storage

tank to the burners by a duplex pump located in the

southwest corner of the boiler room. A small hand

pump is also provided to furnish compressed air in

case of a complete shutdown.

OIL TANK.

The oil tank is located directly south of the

boiler room and is completely buried. It is built of

concrete and has a capacity of three car loads. A

manhole is provided 20 that the tank may be cleaned.

An air valve is connected to the top so that there will



be no danger of explosions caused by the accumulation

of gas. The oil is transferred to the tanks from the

oil cars by means of gravity; the cars being run

directly over the tanks and a three inch flexible

connection furnishing the means of transfer.

SWITCHBOAFT.

The switchboard consists of five pannels;two are

for the generators,two for destribution,and the fifth

controls the series are lights. All panels are of

Blue Vermont 'Marble and are prepared by the General

Electric Company. On all of the panels the electrical

connections are on the back. The switchboard is

supported, by a steel framework which is secured to the

wail by means of iron rods. All wires drop from the

board to the tunnel or are carried in conduits to the

different machines.

The generator panels are equipped with the follow-

ing devices :-

One horizontal edgewise ai..meter.

One horizontal edgewise voltmeter with

potential transformer.

One field rheostat mounting.

One exciting rheostat mounting.

One triple-pole single throw lever switch

for the field circuit.

One triple-pole oil switch for controli-



ing the generator current.

The ;lestributing panels are each supplied with

the following controlling and safety devices:

Eight priluary plug switches.

right single expulsion fuses.

The devices used on the constant current

are:

Two plug switches.

Two fuses(inclosed) .

One horizontal edgewise arc ammeter.

Two secondary open-circuiting plug switches.

TUNNEL.

The tunnel is made large enough to carry the steam

mains as well as the power and light wires. It is two

feet eight inches wide and four feet high. The walls

are six inches thick and the floor four inches,all

material being concrete. ::anholes are placet at intervals

so that repairs can be made. The manholes are constructed

of concrete with the necessary reinforcement.

CONDUITS.

That a conduit should be.

In the construction of an underground system of

ducts for lighting or power circuits, it is essential

that a conduit be used which has the following character-

istics:

(1) It should be electroYysis-proof.



(2) It should be non-corrosive and proof against

any form of deterioration or decay.

(3) Its insulating qualities should be as high as

possible.

(4) The conduit itself should be dry and moisture

proof.

(5) The joints should be self-aligning and insure

permanently fixed alignment.

(6) The duct should have a round hole with a smooth

and strictly non-abrasive inner surface.

(7) It should be light in weight to save expense

in freighting,handlin,and laying.

(8) It should be strong and tough for proper

protection of cables and to avoid loss from breakage in

shipping and handling.

(9) It should be strong in order that it may be

made in long sections.

The conduit used.

Tlitumized Fiber Conduit made by the American Conduit

Company seems to more nearly approach the above require-

ments and has therefore been used in making the estimate.

This conduit is made in seven foot lengths and is packed

so that a crate contains one hundred fourty feet of the

three inch size. A two horse team can easily haul

fifteen hundred duct feet of this conduit.



SUBWAY TRATTSFORMERS.

The transformers for such service must meet all the

conditions imposed by underground installation. They

must be water-tight,as the subways are not al :ays dry;

their proportions must be adapted to the limiteispace

available in manholes; they must have a high efficiency;

the design must provide for operation with low temper-

ature rise,as the manholes are practically air-tight and

heat radiation is slow.

The General Electric Company manufactures subway

transformers for standard voltages and in sizes from

five to two hundred Y.W. These transformers are absolutely

water-tight and are particularly well adapted to meet

the exacting conditions.

The cases of the smaller transformers are of cast

iron and are elliptical in section. They are provided

with lifting lugs on the flat sides so arranged that

they do not interfere when the transformer is being

lowered into position in the manhole.

An ingenious method is used to secure water tight

joints where the cable enters the transformer. The cable

with its lead covering is passed through a metal bushing

and a plumbers wiped joint made between the lead covering

and the bushing.

A safety device is provided to prevent damage in

case of undue pressure within the case.



E S T I A T E S.

These estimates for the power and heating plant

with the tunnels and conduit lines are on the basis of

375 T.P. in boilers and two direct connected alternating

current 75 H.W.alternators.

In all parts of the design ample space is left so

that the present equipment may be added to until the

capacity is nearly doubled.

The following is an itimized estimate of the cost

of the various parts making up the lighting and

heating system: -
POWER HOUSE -- Excavating for building and basement 112.00

Concrete for footings 96.03
Lumber and mill work 345.00
Roofing 85.00
Hardware 115.00
Cement,gravel,sand,labor,etc. 1200.00

Total 1953.00
Boilers Two Sterling boilers complete ,T4900.00

Oil pumps and piping 500.00
Setting boilers and pumps 750.00
Concrete chimney 1200.00

Total 7350.00
Engines:- Two direct connected engines (t3800.00

Setting of engines 250.00
Steam piping and lagging 500.00

Total 4560.00
Generators: Two 75 K.W.Alternators 64503.00

Installation of same 250.00
Total 4750.00

Switchboard: Total 6 750.00
Tunnels:- Tunnels r'6400.00

Conduits 825.00
Connections to present mains 750.00
Connections to buildings 125.00

Total 8100.03
Lighting System:-

Tires installed 61400.00



Lighting System(cont):-
Transformers,arcs.etc. 1 1000.00

Total 2400.00
Superintendence of installation Total 1200.00
Incidentals Total ,+ 3500.00

TOTAL COSTS:-
Power house 1953.00
Boilers 7350.00
Engines 4550.03
Generators 4750.00
Switchboard 750.00
Tunnels 8100.00
Lighting syste-th 2400.00
Incidentals 3500.00
Superintendence 1200.00

Grand Total 34,553.00

Operating Expenses 2925.00

Average load per day 500 K.W.

Days per year 240

Load per year 120,000 K.W.

Cost per K. ".hour 0.0242

7hen steam heat is being used the cost per K.W.hour

will be reluce to less than one cent.
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